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Abstract

Photoemission measurements in the two systems UPd_ (Pt.Kh) show that the
j—x x

5f spectra are consistent with localized 5f electrons (peak in spectral weight

is below Ep for all x within the double hexagonal DO^. phase) while at both

phase transitions the 5f peaks lock in at Ep consistent with intinerancy. A

satellite 5f peak representative of d-screening is observed in both localized

and itinerant systems.
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UPd~ is the only uranium-based intermetallic compound in which the 5f

electrons are known to be localized, as determined from neutron diffraction and

heat capacity measurements. The compound crystallizes in the double hehagonal

2

D0O4 structure, with the 5f electrons in the f singlet ground state. The

isoelectronic compound UPt_ on the other hand, is an itinerant heavy fermion

system which cyrstallizes in the simple hexagonal DOig structure. Why it is

that only UPd~ among the uranium intermetallic compounds displays localized 5f
4

behavior is still open to speculation. It has been suggested that it is the

unique feature of the Pd electronic structure which prevents 5f-4d overlap. It

is also true however that AnPd_ compounds (An = Th. U, Np) tend to crystallize

in the DO structure. While both phenomena may be driven by the same set of

circumstances, we will show in this paper that localized 5f behavior in the

UPcL (Pt.Rh) systems is tied to the DO-, crystal structure.
O~X X £rx

We report results of photoemission measurements on a series of compounds in

the systems UPd__ Pt and UPd->_ Rb in which we were able to follow the 5f

features through the phase transitions. Previous photoemission measurements '
in UPdL have shown that the peak of the 5f spectral density occurs not at

but rather at ~ -1 eV, consistent with localization. In itinerant systems like

UPt., on the other hand, the centroid of the 5f peak is always observed

•7

precisely at Ep to within experimental resolution. This observation has been

utilized as a "fingerprint" of localized vs. itinerant behavior. In the

compounds reported here we also utilize this "fingerprint" since it has been
2 8 9

determined to be consistent with ' ' specific heat, resistivity, and

susceptibility measurements. [It may be possible in some isolated exotic

structures to obtain the centroid of a band-like 5f density below Ep. It has
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not, however, been observed in any system to date and in any case does not apply

to UPd3-]

There are several interesting features of the data shown below, which,

because of length requirements will be the subject of future papers. We point

out here that one of the previously puzzling features of the UPd^ 5f spectrum

has been its large width (~ 1.5 eV full width at half maximum or FWHM) and non-

Lorentzian shape. Following our own suggestion ' that one should expect

satellite structure in nearly localized or localized 5f compounds we reanalyzed

the UPd_ spectrum and found that indeed it consists of two peaks which account

for the width and the lineshape. The exact position in energy of these peaks

depends somewhat on analysis, but they are approximately at -0.8 eV and -1.5 eV.

An interesting side benefit of the present experiment then has been the ability

to follow the progression of the satellite through the phase transitions and to

show that indeed it exists even for the narrow-band-like systems.

The UPd- (Pt.Rh) specimens were made by arc melting the constituent
•>—x x

materials, annealing the resulting buttons at ~ 1000°C for 24 hours, and

checking for the correct phase and lattice parameter with x-ray powder pattern

techniques. Only those buttons determined to be single phase were used in the

experiments. Samples o f ~ 3 m m x 3 m m x 10 mm were cut from the buttons and

cleaved in sttu in the UHV system just prior to making measurements in order to

expose a clean surface. The surface purity was monitored via the oxygen 2p peak

at -6 eV. For all these materials the freshly exposed surface remained oxygen

free for several hours after cleaving.

Measurements were made at the U2 beamline of the National Synchrotron Light

Source in Brookhav^n. While spectra were taken at several photon energies from
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40 eV to 124 eV. we present here only the 108 eV data (5d3/2 resonance) where

the 5f signal is strongest. We do not show the 92 eV data although these were

used to make an accurate determination of F_,. This was needed since there was

some ambiquity about the exact location in Ep whenever a strong 5f signal

centered below Ep drowned out the ligand d-like Fermi edge. Our overall

instrument resolution was generally ~ 0.25 eV as determined from the Fermi edges

of the 92 eV spectra. It was never worse than 0.3 eV. In all spectra ws have

subtracted out the background in the usual fashion by assuming that the

secondary electron photocurrent at each binding energy is proportional to the

total integrated photocurrent at lower binding energies.

The data taken at hu = 108 eV are shown in Fig. 1 for several of the

UPd3_ Pt alloys studied, with x ranging from 0 to 3. For x = 0. 1.5 and 3. the

alloys are ordered. X-ray data show that the D024 structure is maintained up to
13x = 2.4 with D0.Q continuing up to x = 3. Near x = 1.5 one obtains very weak

superlattic lines in the x-ray patterns superimposed on the D024

indicating some additional, thus far unknown, periodicity for a narrow range of

2 compositions. We point this out because it is clear that for x = 0 and 1.5 the

,' 5f peaks (the large intense peaks between E-. and ~ -2 e'r) are dramatically

different from the disordered alloys. For x = 1.5 one can clearly distinguish

two 5f peaks in the spectra, at -0.5 and 1.5 eV. Similarly one can distinguish

two peaks for UPdg if it is noticed that the lower binding energy peak is now at

~ -0.8 eV and the higher binding energy peak remaining at ~ -1.5 eV. It is of

course common for core-like levels to display satellite structure in

14
photoemission spectra so that the observation of two peaks in UPd~ is in<

satisfying. In general one interprets ' the higher binding energy peak as
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being due to poor screening (d-like in our case) while the lower binding energy

peak as being results from good screening (f-like). We will use this

interpretation as well.

The surprising result to be noted in Fig. 1 is that the addition of even

~ 1% UPt_ to UPd- (i.e.. x = 0.025) results in a dramatic reduction of the

d-screened peak and a slight shifting toward E_ (to ~ -1.2 eV). This is shown

more clearly in Fig. 2 where we display a spectrum for x = 0.05. representative

of 5f emission only, and decomposed into two symmetric peaks. The 5f spectrum

is obtained by subtracting the off-resonance curve (hi) = 92 eV) from the

spectrum at hu = 108 eV. The asymmetry of the 5f lineshape is more obvious when

displayed in this fashion. While the decomposition is not done in a self-

consistent fashion (the FWHM of the d-screened peak was simply chosen to

correspond to that of x = 1.5), it is nonetheless obvious that the asymmetric

lineshape of the 5f spectrum can result from the addition of the two symmetric

peaks separated by ~ 0.6 eV as shown in the figure.

Returning to Fig. 1, one can see that the gross features of the asymmetric

5f spectrum remain more or less unchanged right up to x = 3 (except for x = 1.5.

of course). In all cases, then, it Is a composite of two peaks. In particular,

it remains unchanged past the phase transition and into the itinerant heavy

fermion systems. The only thing that changes with x is the position of tho

well-screened peak which is marked by tic marks in Fig. 1. It continues to

shift with x slightly toward Ep. This is shown more clearly in Fig. 3 where the

well-screened peak positions from the raw data in Fig. 1 are plotted vs.

concentration, x. (A complete decomposition of the 5f peaks as done in Fig. 2

would result in ~ 0.1 eV shift of the well-screened peak toward E_. but the
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physics would be unchanged). In Fig. 3 we also superimpose the peak positions

for the UPdo Rh series on the same plot and note that small additions of URh_

to UPd_ yield results identical to those obtained for UPt~ addition. (Error

bars indicate the approximate uncertainty in peak position.) The interesting

feature to note is that at the phase transitions (into the DO.g phase at x = 2.4

for UPt_ addition and into the Llg phase at x ~ 0.5 for URh3 addition) the

well-screened peak suddenly locks in at EL. to within experimental resolution

(remember that experimentally the peak still appears below Ep due to the finite

resolution) and remains locked at Ep up to x = 3.

We interpret the locking in of the 5f peak at Ep as indicative of the

localization-declocalization transition which for both alloy systems occurs as

stated above, at the crystalline phase transition. The necessary conclusion is

that the localized nature of the 5f electrons in UPd~ is at least partially a

consequence of the crystal structure.

The sudden drop in amplitude of the satellite peak (or conversely the

sudden increase at x = 1.5) is not fully understood. It has been considered

that in fact the lower peak is not a satellite but rather that the two 5f peaks

are related to the two unique sites (cubic and hexagonal) of the uranium atoms

in the DOg^ structure. They thus represent two separate 5f levels. This

argument overlooks the fact that the "satellite" peak is observed both in the

DOj_ and the LI,, structure as well, albeit much diminshed from UPd~. Moreover,

it does not explain the large, sudden drop in intensity with minute additions of

Pt or Rh. We conjecture that the explanation for the satellite intensity lies

in the position in energy of the uranium 6d electrons. This position can be

determined expreimentally. In general it is difficult to separate out the 6d
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density component in a resonance photoemission expHspment if the ligand atom is

a transition metal, because the 6d density tends to mimic the ligand d-electron

density. However, in UPd_ there is a strong 6d resonance centered at -4.5 eV

(see Fig. 1 although the subtracted curve is not shown) suggesting that the bulk

of the 6d density lies much lower than in UPt3 and does not mimic the Pd d-DOS.

The 6d component is not observed to resonate in any other alloy reported here,

indicating that the remaining 6d densities must resemble the hu = 92 eV

spectrum. This includes UPd, JPt- c where the strongest satellite is observed.

In this latter ordered compound, however, the bulk of the ligand d-DOS is

centered at —4.5 eV as well, as evidenced by the hu = 92 eV spectrum.

Thus both in UPd3 and XIPdj g Ptj 5 we have a situation where the 6d DOS is

obtained at -4.5 eV. The reduction in i-d overlap vs. the remaining alloys may

result in a decreased ability to refill the f-hole, leaving d-screening as a

17strong second channel. Resonance experiments at hu = 19 eV (the 6p-6d Fano

resonance) confirm that in single crystal UPt- the U-6d electrons along the T-M

direction are situated at ~ - 1 eV. Similar experiments for single crystal UPd^

place them at 13.6 eV. The argument thus appears consistent except that further

theoretical input will be needed to explain why all the d-DOS is pulled down to

-4.5 eV for x = 1.5. and why even minute additions of Rh and Pt dramatically

alter the 6d spectrum.

Finally we wish to point out that the spectra for x = 1.8 and x = 3 are

nearly identical, except that the peak position for x = 1.8 is shifted away from

Ep by ~ 0.2 eV toward higher binding energy. This is as expected for localized

5f electrons. It is reasonable to conclude, then, that if a satellite exists

for x = 1.8. it exists for UPt.. as well, as we have suggested earlier.
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Indeed, the satellite in UPt~ is clearly seen as a shoulder in the spectrum

(Fig. 1) at ~ -1 ev. It is easily observable because the main peak is narrower

for the itinerant case than for the localized case, is situated at Ep, and is

thus somewhat farther removed from the satellite than for x = 1.8.
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1 Photoemission spectra at hu = 108 eV for the system UPd3xPtx for the

x values as shown. The background has been subtracted. Tic marks

show the position of the well-screened peak. Note that for x = 0 and

1.5 the d-like intensity is dramatically different from the remaining

alloys.

Fig. 2 The 5f spectrum for UPdj ̂ t- g as obtained at the 108 eV resonance

(i.e.. 108 eV spectrum minus 92 eV spectrum) decomposed into two

symmetric component. The lower intensity component (at -1.2 eV) is

•simply a scaled version of the peak in UPdj gPt- g.

Fig. 3. Positions in energy of the well-screened peak (taken from the raw

data) vs. composition for the systems UPd_ Pt and UPd~ Rh . Note
o—x x «3 x x

the locking-in at EL. (actually -0.3 eV due to finite resolution) above

the phase transitions shown by the dashed lines for Rh-addition and

dotted line for Pt-addition.
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